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ABSTRACT

Recursive estimation procedure based on optimal estimating func
tion is derived. Applications to the case of missing observations and
time-varying parameters are also given for nonlinear time series models.
A heteroscedastic model with lagged dependent variables is treated as a
special case. A r.ecursive scheme for simultaneous optimal estimation of
conditional mean and variance in a nonlinear ARCH (autoregressive con
ditional heteroscedastic) model is also proposed.
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1. Introduction

Parametric analysis and modelling of signals using linear stationary time series

models have found applications in a variety of contexts including speech and seismic

signal processing, spectral estimation, medical imaging, process control and others.

The statistical inference of such linear models is well established and efficient compu

tational algorithms exist in a number of cases. Recently there has been a growing

interest in inference for nonlinear time series models. Computational procedures for

determining parameter estimates for such models together with their theoretical pro

perties have been investigated in Tjpstheim (1986), Thavanesawaran and Abraham

(1987).

In this paper we will develop a more systematic approach and discuss a general

framework for optimal finite sample nonlinear time series estimation. It can be shown

that the most recent estimation results for nonlinear time series (see for example Char

bonnier et al. (1987)) are special cases of the method presented here. This approach

also allows us to deal with Nicholls and Pagan's (1983) heteroscedasticity model with

lagged dependent variables. We obtain a recursive version of the optimal estimate and

show that it can be applied to handle time-varying parameters as well as missing obser

vations. Recursive approach to time-varying parameters allows computational advan

tages in obtaining the estimates and also allows us to identify any structural change in

the time-varying parameter.

One of the unfortunate facts facing most data analysts is missing data. Data that

are known to have been observed erroneously can farily safely be categorized as miss

ing. Erroneous data can also wreak havoc with the estimation and forecasting of time
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series models. Abraham (1981) proposed a procedure to interpolate the adjacent miss

ing values on the basis of the unknown segments of an ARTh1A (p ,d ,r) (autoregressive

integrated moving average) model. Recently Jones (1985) proposed a state space Kal

man filter approach to handle unequally spaced data in the linear case. In Section 3

we indicate how our recursive scheme can be adapted to handle missing observations

for a nonlinear multiparameter model.

One of the main objectives in fitting nonlinear time series models is to obtain

some idea of the nonlinear structure (trend) of the process without first committing

oneself to a particular form of a nonlinear model. This may be achieved by introducing

time-varying parameters. In addition time-varying parameters can be used to chara

cerise nonstationary processes; see for example Priestly (1980), Charbonnier et al.

(1987). In Section 4 we discuss the problem of estimating time-varying parameters in

nonlinear time series models.

2. Godambe's Theorem and Applications

In this section" we recall Godambe's (1985) theorem on stochastic processes and

apply its extended version (c.f. Bhapkar (1972) for extended version in the Li.d. case)

to obtain optimal estimates for a multivariate multiparameter nonlinear time series

model. Let {Yt: tel} be a discrete time stochastic process taking values in Rq and

defined on a probability space (n,A,F). The index set I is the set of all positive

integers. We assume that observations (Yl' ... ,Yn) are available and that the parame

ter fJ e e , a compact subset of Ric. Let F e F be a class of distributions and F't be

the (7- field generated by Y up to time t. Following Godambe (1985) we say that any

Ric valued function g of the variates Yl' ... ,Yn and the parameter fJ, satisfying certain
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regularity conditions, is a regular unbiased estimating function if,

Let L be the class of estimating functions g of the form

(2.1)

at-l is a function of VI' .•• ,Vt-l and B, for t=l, ... ,n.

where the Rq valued functions ht are such that E[h t IF'Y-d = 0, (t=l, ... ,n) and

8g +
Let b = [E(8B)] g,

AbO = E[b O boT] be the corresponding covariance matrices.

Definition 2.1: In the class L of unbiased estimating functions g, gO is said to be

the optimum estimating function if Q = A b - AbO, is a non-negative definite matrix.

The following theorem gives the extended version of Godambe's Theorem (1985)

to the ~ultiparametermulti-valued stochastic process.

Theorem 2.1: The optimal estimating function in L is given by

n
gO = I; a?_lht

t-2

where

e·

provided the inverse E[hthTI FY-tl+ exists.

(2.2)
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Proof: (See Appendix.)

2.1 Heteroscedasticity model with lagged dependent variables.

White (1980) considered a general specification of a regression model by allowing

the exogenous regressors to be stochastic. The important case when some of the excr

genous variables are lagged values of the endogeneous variables have been treated in

Nicholls and Pagan (1983).

They considered the model

Yt == ~ ejYt- j + et
j-l

where the error sequence {et} satisfies

(2.3)

where 8T == (8 1,8 2, ••• ,8p), XT-l == (Yt-l' ... ,Yt-p) and 8T denotes the transpose of

8. Then the optimal estimating function g~" is given by

n
== ~ Ut2Xt_l(Yt-8TXt_d

t-p+l

and the optimal estimate is given by

en = ( t x t_1xT_l/Urt1
( t Xt-1Yt/ ur)

t-p+l t-p+l

The least-squares estimate of e is given by

- n rT -1 n
8n = ( ~ Xt-1Xt- 1 ) ( :E Xt-1Yt) ,

t-p+l t-p+l
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and is independent of the conditional variance of. Moreoever, if et is assumed to be

normal then On becomes the maximum likelihood estimate (m.l.e.) and is more efflcient

3. Recursive Estimation

So far we have considered the parameter estimation based on all the available

data. When data come successively in time or the data are unequally spaced due to

missing values, errors, etc. it is natural to look for a recursive estimate for the parame-

ters involved. For an ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average process),

Jones (1985) used a state space representation and Kalman filter to handle missing

observations. Our concern here is to obtain a recursive scheme for nonlinear time

series to handle missing observations.

Let ht = Yt - (}T f(t-l,y) where f(t-l,y) = f(t-l,Fi'-l) is a p Xl column vec-

tor. This choice of ht covers most of the nonlinear time series models considered in the

literature. For example, taking f(t-l,y) = X t - 1 and (}T = ((}l' ... ,(}p) leads to

model 2.3.

Then the optimal estimating function can be written as

o n T
9 =:E af-l (Yt-() f(t-l,y))

t-2

and the optimal estimate based on the flrst n observations is given by

n n
On = ( 2: af_dT(t-l,y))-l( :E af-lyd

t-p+l t-p+l

e-

When the (n+l)th observation becomes available, the estimate based on all the obser- e
viations is given by
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A n+l T 1 n+l
Bn+l = ( E af-lf (t -1,y ))- ( E af-lyd

t-p+l t-p+l

Now

where

1 n+l T
K;+l = E af-d (t-l,y).

t-p+l

Using the relation

. we have

Hence we have

For the model of Section 2, Yt = BTXt _ 1 + et

(3.1)

(3.2)
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The algorithm in (3.2) gives the new estimate at time n+1 as the old estimate at

time n plus an adjustment. This adjustment is based on the prediction error

Yn+l - E[Yn+l ~], since the term fTO n = E[Yn+l~] can be considered as an

estimated forecast of Yn+l given~. Given starting values 00 and K o one can compute

the estimate recursively using (3.1) and (3.2). The recursive estimate in (3.2) is usually

referred to as an "on-line" estimate and it is very appealing computationally especially

when data are gathered sequentially. 00 and K o can usually be obtained from an ini-

tial stretch of data. It is of interest to note that the recursive estimate obtained here

is derived from the optimal estimating equation and it does not depend on any distri-

butional assumption of the error. This algorithm also extends the model reference

adaptive system algorithm proposed by Aase (1983) to derive an algorithm for a mul-

tiparameter case. The algorithm may be interpreted in the Bayesian setup by consid-

ering the following state space form

Yt = Orf(t-1,y) + ht

and assuming that ht and OT are independently normally distributed. Then the alga-

rithm obtained here is the same as the nonlinear version of the Kalman filter. Hence

any missing observations can be handled using (3.1) and (3.2) as in Jones (1985) for the

ARIMA. model. When an observation is missing in a univariate time series (with equal

spacing) steps given by equations (3.1 )-(3.2) become simply
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on+l = 0n and K;:;~1 = K;:;1 respectively

These two equations require no calculation since the values that are in memory are not

changed. For multivariate time series with missing observations within the observation

vector, f(t-1,FY-d, it is only necessary to reduce the number of rows in the fJT vector

to allow for these missing observations. It should be noted that we have not made any

distributional assumptions on et or on fJ T to obtain the recursive algorithm (3.1) and

(3.2). In the case of missing observations it is difficult and in some cases impossible to

obtain the likelihood even if we make distributional assumptions on et. Since the esti-

mate here is calculated successively, it is also easy to see the effect of a particular

observation on the estimate and the influence of it may be studied by estimating the

parameters with and without it.

If we solve the recursive relations (3.1) and (3.2) using initial values fJ 0 and K 0 we

obtain an expression for 0n, the "off-line" version.

n n
On = ( fJ oKol + ~ af_dT(t-1,y))-I(Kol + ~ af-lye)

t-p+l t-p+l

As K o --+ 00,

n n
On --+ ( ~ af_lfT(t-1,y))-1(~ af-lYt).

t-p+l t-p
(3.3)

This is the same as the m.l.e. if et has normal distribution. Hence the recursive esti-

mate constitute m.l.e. as a subclass.

The estimate studied in Nicholls and Pagan (1983) is the ordinary least squares

estimate and it does not take into account the conditional variance of et into con-

sideration. In other words the OLS estimate of fJ in the following models
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(i) AR model

with

(3.4)

E[Yt IF'r-d = (JYt-l Var[Yt IF'r-d = dl

(ii) and the ARCH (autoregressive conditional heteroscedasticity) model (see Engle

(1982))

Yt = (JYt-l + Et

with

E[Yt IfY-d = (JYt-l

would be the same. But the optimal estimate will be different and it depends on

the conditional variance. In practice initial estimate for (J may be obtained by the

least squares method and 0';_1 = 0() + C¥IY?-1 may be estimated initially, using

least square residuals. Then the optimal estimate as well as the recursive estimate

can be calculated as if the conditional variances are known. The following exam

ple indicates how one can jointly estimate the conditional mean and variance

parameters optimally.

Example 3.1. Consider an ARCH regression model

where Xt is an observable exogenous variable or a lagged value of Y,

0';_1 = Var[Yt IF'r'::d = 0() + C¥le?_l + ... + ~e?_p

Engle (1982) studied the maximum likelihood estimation by assuming that the
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conditional distribution of et is normal. However we can obtain the same estimates as

optimal in Godambe's sense without making any distributional assumptions. Godambe

(lgS5) has treated the variance estimation (i.e. estimation of a = (0'0, ... ,ap)) by

assuming that 8 is known. Here we propose the following scheme for simultaneous

estimation of 8 and a.

Step 1. Obtain least squares estimate BLS of 8.

Step 2. Using residuals Yt - XtB LS obtain the estimate of a (see, for example,

Nicholls and Quinn (lgS2)).

Step 9. Using the estimate of a, construct the optimal estimate Bop for 8.

Step 4. Using the optimal estimate, calculate the residuals Yt - Xt Bop and

re-estimate a optimally.

This four steps procedure will enable us to obtain the estimates of 8 and a.

4. Time-Varying Parameters

Until recently, estimation procedures have only been developed for the identifica

tion of stationary signals. Unfortunately, the hypothesis of stationarity is unverified

by most of the physical signals. In order to extend stationary cases to nonstationary

ones we consider, processes with time-varying coefficients. For example in an AR(p)

(Autoregressive) model with p time-varying parameters each new observ:ation adds

p more parameters to the model. This is analogous to the density estimation problem

in the i.i.d. setup in which one tries to estimate the density p(y), Y € R. This may be

viewed as an estimation problem with infinite dimensional parameter 'p (y)' based on a

finite number of observations Yl"" ,Yn' In the density estimation problem, the

'series' method has been used to approximate the density with finite dimensional
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parameters (c.f. Tapia and Thompson (1978)).

A nonlinear nonstationary AR-process Yt may be represented by the following

relation

where

and 8 t- I = (8 I (t-I), ... ,8p (t-p)) the corresponding time-varing parameter. It is

of interest to note that when

and et has normal distribution with constant variance 02, this corresponds to the

nonstationary model studied in Charbonnier et aI. (1987). In order to estimate 8 t- I ,

we may use the series expansion method and formulate the problem as a parametric

one. If we assume that each of the 8j(t-i) are smooth functions of t then we may

approximate them by a projection on a subspace 8 m +l of 8 with dimension m+l.

Le. each 8 j(t-i) can be written as

m
8 j(t-i) = I: 8jjqj(t-i), i = 1, ... ,p

j-O

where 8 j/s are constant parameters and {qj(t)}, j = 0, ... , m is a known sequence

of functions in .t, usually a complete orthogonal system of 8 m + l' Now the model may

be written as
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with fJ = (fJ jj ; i = 1, ... ,p, j = 0, ... ,m) € Rmp, a finite dimensional parameter.

Hence we can directly apply the results of Section 2 to obtain the optimal estimates of

fJ and then the estimates of 8 t - I • Moreover, when f(t ,Fl'-I ,8t-d is a linear func

tion of the parameters, the recursive scheme of Section 3 can be applied directly to

estimate the parameters successively. The recursive approach allows us to detect

abrupt changes (structural changes) in the nonlinear model, helps detection of conver

gence of the estimates and avoids unnecessary computations by stopping the recursion

as soon as the convergence is attained.

It should be noted that for the proposed procedure one doesn't have to assume

normality, constant variance or linearity of f as was required by Charbonnier et al.

(1987).

5. Concluding Remarks

Theory of estimating functions is used to obtain optimal estimates and recursive

estimates for nonlinear time series. A recursive scheme is proposed for joint estimation

of conditional mean and variance parameters in an ARCH model. Application of the

recursive algorithm to handle missing observations and time-varying parameters are

also discussed in some detail.
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Appendix

Proof of Theorem 2.1

We now present the proof of Theorem 2.1 by verifying a sufficient condition for

optimality is to hold, due to M.E. Thompson (c.f. Godambe (1985)).

ag + agO +
Let b = Vg and bO = VOgO where V = [E( a8)] and VO = [E(88)] and z+

denotes the pseudo inverse of Z. Now let Q = A b - Abo = E(bb T ) - E(bObOT ). Then

where A g = Cov(g). Hence

Ab_bO = Q if Abo = VAggoVOT where Aggo = E(ggO).

This is possible only if E( ;; ) = Aggo • K V g € L where K is a constant matrix.

Thus Q is non negative definite if

Vg € L
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